“Balancing between strength and
weight, features and affordability,
performance and practicality, the
1010 headset is the ultimate headset
for telecommunication professionals
across all different markets.”
1010

1010
Lexsus1010

Ultimate Headset for Call Centers and Offices

You can have the best of both worlds. You don’t need to pay the most to get the
best, if you are able to master the art of balance. The luxurious lexsus series
telephone headset from Accutone is designed for balance. Balancing between
strength and weight, features and affordability, performance and practicality, the
1010 headset is the ultimate headset for telecommunication professionals across
all different markets.
Designed to a perfect ratio of plastics and aluminum, the 1010 headset is
extremely strong, but at the same time very lightweight. Multiple adjustment
pivots allow user to adjust the headset for a perfect fit, no matter your head-size
or usage preference. Fine-tuned to perfection, the acoustic performance and
noise-cancellation ability surpasses most international audio standards with flying
colors.
The lexsus 1010 is also the first headset of its kind to offer an in-line universal
compatibility switch, so there’s no need for an adaptor or an amplifier, one
headset truly fits all telephone systems*. So say goodbye to those confusing
bottom cables.
Built with precision and balance, the 1010 headset is the perfect headset.
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key features

specifications

Inline Universal Compatibility. The first in its class
to offer inline configuration switch with microphone
pre-amplification for direct compatibility to any
system telephones. No need for headset adaptor
or amplifier.

Materials: Aluminum, ABS+PC & POM

Aluminum Enclosure & Reinforced Plastics. The
use of aluminum and tailor-made plastics provides
the 1010 headset strong durability while being very
lightweight.

Boom Mic: 280˚ swivel, 15mm extension
Headset Dimension: 18.8 x 17.0 x 5.5 cm
Weight: 90 grams
Speaker Size: 28mm diameter mylar
Sensitivity: 99dB ±3dB (SPL/100mV@1K Hz)

Top-level Acoustics. Proprietary voice-band
receiver and special-designed noise-cancelling
microphone chamber surpasses the performance
of most competitive products.
Award-Winning Design. Striking contrast design of
aluminum metal with black plastics in sharp-looking
curves is merely the cosmetics behind an
exceptional well-build structure.

Impedance: 160Ω ± 20%
Frequency Response: 100 ~ 8000Hz
Mic Dimension: 4mm diameter x 2.2mm high
Microphone Sensitivity: -36dB ±3Pa
Mic Impedance: 2200Ω

Perfect Fit and Adjustments. The 1010 headset
has the most numbers of adjustable pivots including
extendable metallic headband, rotatable aluminum
mic boom, flip-able “coffee-breaker” mic boom
and rotatable leatherette earpiece.
Landline or Unified Communication. The 1010 is
also the only high-end solution that comes with
both RJ-modular connection for landlines and USB
connection for UC.

Directivity: Noise-Canceling / Bi-directional
Humidity Range: 65% ±20%
Cord Length: 1.5m (standard)
2.0m (extended)
Connection: RJ9 or USB (UC)

product comparision
1010 Series

310 Series

610 Series

710 Series

363 Series

800 Series

H30 Series

WT89

UC10 Series

UC6 Series

UC2 Series

HEADSET CATEGORY
Headsets for Desk Telephones
Headsets for IP Telephony
Accutone Unified Communications
USAGE ENVIRONMENTS
Noisy Environment (CC)
Normal Environment (O&E)
Basic Environment (SOHO)
SOUND EXPERIENCE
Sound in One Ear (Monaural)
Sound in Both Ears (Binaural/Stereo)
Wideband Speakers
Noise-Cancelling Microphone
SoundTube Microphone
WEARING STYLE
Headband (over-the-head)
Earhook (over-the-ear)
In-Ear (over-the-ear)
Convertible
MOBILITY
Corded
Wireless
SPECIAL FEATURES
In-built Pin-alignment Selector
Ear-Pad Extension

For more detail information other products, please visit our website at: www.accutone.com
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